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K I R K H U I S E N GA S L PA P re s i d e nt

Just east of the grade, the boundary
between Iowa and Minnesota, 160
acres of farmland was purchased
in the fall of ’18. Known today as the
Wallace-Bowers Nature Area and
managed by the Iowa Natural Heritage
Foundation, this property will serve
as the cornerstone of conservation
on the north shore of Big Spirit. Two
families with ties to the area and a
conservation orientation donated
approximately 66% of the funding for
this project. Iowa Natural Heritage
Foundation (INHF) stepped in and
paid the balance. We all owe a debt of
gratitude for this outstanding gift and
give our full trust and support to INHF
to manage the property for generations
to come. Thank you doesn’t seem
enough. For every person who is
interested or concerned about water
quality, this project will reap benefits
for the entire Iowa Great Lakes.
Believe it or not: there is more news to
share on the north shore! Once again,
families with area ties are critical to this
purchase. As of June, 2019 Iowa Natural
Heritage Foundation concluded the

purchase of over 40 acres in the
McClellan Beach Neighborhood. Three
parcels are adjacent to Mini-Wakan
State Park or the McClelland Beach
Wildlife Management Area. The east
parcel is nearly adjacent to INHF’s
Wallace-Bowers Nature Area. All the
parcels adjoin the highway along the
Minnesota/Iowa border.
Regarding the McClellan property,
financial assistance is needed.
Contributions are being accepted to
help fund the purchase and restoration
of this land. You can contact the Iowa
Natural Heritage Foundation website
to find more information about making
donations online or the mailing
address. This is a remarkable moment
of good fortune for all conservationists
in the Iowa Great Lakes. In less than
one year there will be over 200 acres
of land now dedicated to providing
clean water and other benefits to
those living on Big Spirit. Please take
the time to read the letter from Anita
O’Gara for more detail. Go ahead and
pinch yourself!

PA N CA K E B R E A K FAST
The 7th annual Pancake Breakfast was well-attended in spite of coming mid-week.
To have two grills and shorter wait times, we have to contract to serve 600 meals.
That means we pay a base cost even if we actually serve fewer than that. This year,
630 people showed up and left comfortably full of Chris Cakes. If you were one of
them, thanks so much. We hope attendees enjoyed the door prizes and the silent
auction items. It was a true community pancake breakfast!
What was new to the pancake breakfast this year? Door prizes! Thane and Tanya
were on hand with a supply of the 2019 t-shirt which adds to the fireworks fund. The
SLPA had hats and visors available. Great donations from local businesses added to
the fun, so thank these good neighbors as you shop around the area.
Arby’s		
Bank Midwest		
Bomgaar’s		
Burger King
Central Bank
Custom Creations
Dowden Hinn Realty
Fishermen’s Factory Outlet
Goodies Homemade Candies
Great Lakes Marine
Kabele’s Trading Post and Lodge

Kuhlman’s Lake Service
Northwest Bank
Okoboji Summer Theater
Papa Murphy’s Pizza
RE/MAX
Spillway Drive-In
Subway
Taco John’s
Templar Park Association
Vicky Stelzig

All this leads up to our Annual Meeting
at Mini-Wakan State Park on August
10. An omelet breakfast will be served
starting at 8:00 A.M. and our meeting
will follow around 9:30 A.M. Our guest
speaker will be Anita O’Gara from the
Iowa Natural Heritage Foundation.
She has been at the center of all the
activity in the past year. In this historic
moment in the life of Big Spirit and
the Iowa Great Lakes, this is the year
to come to our annual meeting and
get briefed on all of the events of the
past year. There is probably no year
in our organizational history where
our Mission Statement, “SLPA exists
to preserve and protect the quality of
water and the quality of life” explodes
before our very eyes! See you at our
annual meeting!

A N N UA L F I R E WO R KS
K I R K H U I S E N GA S L PA P re s i d e nt

We are thrilled with Kabele’s Trading
Post and Lodge as our corporate sponsor
of the fireworks. I believe the message
is reaching not only the residents of
Big Spirit but local businesses as well.
The funding for the fireworks show
is squarely on our backs and we are
dependent on your support. This year’s
display was outstanding, and we give
thanks for all contributions small or large
that enables us to put on a spectacular
show. A special thanks to Thane and
Tanya Johnson who, in addition to being
our corporate sponsor, also sell fantastic
shirts designed by Tanya. The profits go
to SLPA as well! These funds will be used
for special projects around Big Spirit.
Membership in the Century Club
and business community is gaining
momentm. The SLPA is excited to
welcome Exit Realty Midwest as a
corporate supporting sponsor. In
addition to their fireworks contribution,
Exit Realty sponsored a bag distribution
and allowed SLPA to put in a
membership form, info on the fireworks,
and a magnet with a SLPA logo that can
go on your refrigerator. Thank you to
Brad Sanderson for his leadership and
support of Big Spirit.

I need to address an issue that comes
up from time to time about the location
of the fireworks. Some of our friends
on the north side would like to see the
show located closer to their homes.
Let me assure you that SLPA has no
say in the location of the barge. This
is a safety issue for the folks operating
the barge. If there ever were a major
disaster in the launch of rockets, the
men in that barge need to vacate the
premises as quickly as possible. That
is why the barge operator chooses the
spot where the fireworks launch. This is
a very sophisticated electronic launch of
dangerous explosives. I pray this never
happens and that we can just enjoy the
wonderful display.
The challenge is always the same for
our fireworks show. We are dependent
on you to continue funding the event.
This is a wonderful evening where
families gather around the lake with
food, fellowship and fun. The fireworks
show always tugs at the heart with
patriotic music and the beautiful array
of colors that light up the sky. We hope
you enjoyed the show and think of us for
2020. Thank you to all who help in this
production.

The SLPA raises money for projects in a variety of ways. Some donations
go into the general fund; some are designated for specific projects. We
appreciate the generosity of the support.

C E N T U RY C LU B M E M B E R S
Steve Avery
Jon & Jane Awtry
Boyd & Cheryl Bahney
Scott & Terri Bargfrede
Laureen Beck
Barbara Benson
David & Sue Benson
Sheldon & Linda Bieri
Greg & Rosemary Brandt
Jack & Margie Burrell
City of Orleans
Gloria Currell
Greg J Currell
James & Phyllis Currell
John & Jeanne Den Hartog
Joe & Linda Devitt
Brad Dykes
Erpelding, Voigt & Co, LLP
Matt and LeAnn Fechter
Joe Estes
Marilyn & Jack Feimster
Joe & Jane Feller
Michael & Harriet Fliss
Brian & Jane Ford

Julie Gibson
Gretchen Graff
Thomas & Joan Gronstal
Richard Hoberg
John & Donna Holstine
Kirk & Becki Huisenga
Larry & Mary Ann Jansen
Jennings Tow & Repair
Dwain & Marcia Jorgensen
Kabeles Trading Post
David & Mary Ann Kapaska
Mark Keairnes
Terry & Gayla Kendall
Sally Ketcham
Charles WKraut
Kuhlman Lake Service & Welding, Inc
Scott & Marlys Lawrence
Frank Leupold
William & Julia Leupold
Rosie Lundquist
Scott & Kim Lyftogt
Alan & Lori Madsen
Frank & Marilyn McDowell
Linda Nepper

Wayne & Margaret Northey
Oak Hill Marina, Inc
Mark & Debra Pellett
Helen Preddy
Doug & Nancy Pringnitz
RE/MAX - Lakes Realty
Wally & Mary Reed
Remington’s Restaurant
Dean & Julie Schmidt
Tom & Jane Schmidt
Steve & Sandra Schultz
John & Marsha Smeltzer
Brett & Meridith Spykerman
Keith & Victoria Stelzig
Scott & Nancy Taylor
Joseph & Karleen Ulman
Gary & Peggie Van Den Brink
Jeff & Jo Wacker
Craig Rogers
Maggie Wilcox
Scott & Melanie Zeigler
John & Sue Ziegenbusch

D O N AT I O N S
As area residents, visitors, and
businesses become more aware of
the importance of protecting the
valuable resources of Big Spirit and the
surrounding area, donations to the SLPA
are increasing. We want to recognize our
commercial members and hope that you
will thank them when you are shopping.
Corporate Sponsor

Kabele’s Trading Post and Lodge
Corporate Supporting Sponsor
Exit Realty Midwest
Regular Membership $50
Exhaust Systems
Indian Hills Golf Course Inc
Dowden-Hinn Realtors
Evans Apparel Corp
Lakes Plumbing, Heating and Cooling
Okoboji Arrowwood Resort
Jennings Tow and Repair
Eyecare Center
The State Bank
Great Lakes Marine Inc
Custom Creation
Bank Midwest
Sustaining Membership $100
City of Orleans
Community First Broadcasting
Erpelding, Voigt & Co LLP
Lakeland Realty of Iowa
Okoboji View Golf Course
Clary Lake Service Inc

The following donations were made
specifically for fireworks. Again, we
appreciate the generosity and hope that
you will thank these donors.
Starbursts ($250-$499)
Barbara Benson
Gloria Currell
Greg J Currell
James and Phyllis Currell
Jennings Tow & Repair
Dwaine and Marcia Jorgenson
Helen Preddy
Brent and Meredith Spykerman
Rockets ($500-$999)
Kuhlman Lake Service and Welding, Inc.
City of Orleans
Oak Hill Marina
Steve and Sandra Schultz
Matt and LeAnn Fechter		
Aerial Bombs ($1000)
John and Jeanne Den Hartog

D O N AT I O N S
CONTINUED
The SLPA gratefully acknowledges
the memorial contributions that we
receive, and we thank the donors for
their generosity. This year, we want to
recognize donations in honor of these
people:
Ruth Hall, Marietta Kent, Joan Hovey,
Cindy Hanby, and Helen Ruebel
We receive donations for in-kind
support too, and we are grateful for
their generosity, so thanks to Fareway,
Hy-Vee, Walmart, Lakes Marketing
and Print, and the Spirit Lake Fire
Department.

B U OYS
There are approximately 50 buoys on
Big Spirit Lake. Their function is to inform
the general public and boaters about
the hazards and restricted areas as well
as reminding boaters about the 300’ nowake regulation that is enforced around
the lake. They are installed on prominent
points, rock piles, shallow areas, and
loading areas to assist in the lake safety
of boaters and the general public . They
are placed in their appropriate locations
by the DNR each spring. The SPLA pays
for the removal of the buoys each fall at
which time maintenance is done.
With a decline in state financial support,
the SLPA decided to assist the DNR
in the procurement as well as the
maintenance of the buoys. Each year
many of these buoys need to be repaired
or replaced due to storms, vandalism,
or boat damage so that they will float
again. The SLPA has assisted the DNR
in the purchase of about 20 of these
buoys in the last few years. The DNR

has contributed at least that many and
has assisted in the repair of the buoys.
These buoys consist of a marked floating
device, a chain and an anchor of some
type. The entire apparatus costs about
$400; the lighted ones are much more
expensive.
If you should find one of these buoys on
your personal shoreline, please contact
the DNR so it can be retrieved, repaired
and reinstalled in its appropriate position
for your safety. They don’t make very
good yard ornaments.
This is just one of the ways that the SLPA
gets involved with in the lakes area. The
SLPA is proud to assist the DNR in this
important safety project.

FISHING IS A BIG DEAL ON BIG SPIRIT
Fishing on Big Spirit Lake has been good.
Winter walleye in particular had periods
that were spectacular according to long
time anglers ... including several who are
SLPA members. Yellow perch angling
was likewise good to very good at times
as well this winter. Mike Hawkins, DNA
Fisheries Supervisor reports that Iowa
DNR has (unfortunately I will add)
discontinued the harvest survey this year
on Big Spirit Lake because of budgets.
Those surveys have been running now
nearly continuously for over 60 years.
Therefore there are no comparable
statistics available for 2018. Mike does
report that qualitatively the catch could
be described as “very good” so far. Good
numbers of walleyes, crappies, yellow
perch have been caught during Spring
2019 and Kabele’s Trading Post and
Lodge officials reinforce that through
daily experience ... just check out their
Facebook page to confirm angler
success through their many photos at
facebook.com/kabeles.
Bass anglers have also seen an increase
in quality according to Mike Hawkins,

rebounding after a slight dip a few years
ago. He goes on to report that he doesn’t
see any reason that won’t continue
through the summer, fall and into winter.
He also reports that long-term trend
information from other sampling shows
some ups and downs but reports mostly
positive trends for Spirit Lake game fish
species.
Ice fishing was particularly active on
Big Spirit Lake during fall 2018 to spring
2019. However, with Marble Beach
access closed during the reconstruction
of the entire park (now in its second
year of closure) it was difficult at best
at times for anglers to safely access
the lake surface. Private vendors were
willing, coordinated and financed in
part through Kabele’s Trading Post and
Lodge, to maintain plowed areas in
various locations. We extend our thankyou for that to all involved. SLPA has
had discussions about how it can play
a more active role in helping maintain
winter access for anglers. We anticipate
those discussions will continue. One
point to note is that from an angler use

perspective there are often far more
individuals angling on Big Spirit Lake
on a given day in the winter than there
is in the summer ...... emphasizing the
ongoing important of safe angler access
throughout the year.
And finally, SLPA has collaborated with
both Dickinson County Conservation
Board (DCCB) and the Iowa Department
of Natural Resources in the funding and
re-design of the boat ramp(s) and dock
at Ainsworth-Orleans Park on the south
shore right at the Spillway to aid in both
angler and recreational access to Big
Spirit Lake. Construction should begin in
the Fall 2019 .... to be complete prior to
Spring 2020. SLPA funding for this effort
has come in large part due to resources
received over the last 4 years from
proceeds provided from the Iowa Great
Lakes Chamber of Commerce “Walleye
Weekend”.
J O H N S M E LT Z E R

S L PA I N F O R M AT I O N
A N N UA L M E E T I N G

T H A N KS , S C OT T !

Just a reminder! Please make plans to join us at our
annual meeting Saturday, August 10th at the MiniWakan State Park shelter house. Hy-Vee will be serving
omelets from 8:00 to 9:30 A.M. and the meeting will
start at 9:30. We will be selling the SLPA hats and
visors as well as having door prizes.

Membership on the board is fairly stable; some members have
served 20 years or more and have contributed uncounted
hours to achieve our goals. When we do lose members, we lose
valuable knowledge and experience. This year, Scott Zeigler
has resigned after serving ten years. Our fireworks display has
become more impressive each year because of Scott’s efforts to
increase the budget and his work with J and M Displays to add
more pizazz to the Third of July. If you see Scott, thank him for
his service. The board certainly does.
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B OA R D M E M B E R S

W E LC O M E , M AG G I E

KIRK HUISENGA, President, kirk50@mediacombb.net
JOE ULMAN, Vice President, julman@mchsi.com
ROSIE LUNDQUIST, Secretary, r.lundquist@hotmail.com
BECKI HUISENGA, Treasurer, kbhuisenga@mchsi.com
KAREN BAKER, birders1and2@gmail.com
JIM HOWARD, clyde66@mchsi.com
BILL LEUPOLD, wcleup@mchsi.com
BILL MAAS, aquapig@mchsi.com
MARSHA SMELTZER, marsha.smeltzer@gmail.com
JOHN SMELTZER, johnsmeltzer@comcast.net
BLAINE STRAMPE, strampe@mchsi.com
MAGGIE WILCOX, magatha90@hotmail.com

We are pleased to welcome Maggie Wilcox to the board. Maggie
and her family have great memories of Big Spirit going back to
her great grandfather who built a cabin in the Steven’s Cove
area in 1913. She has been an active volunteer with organizations
such as the Alzheimer’s Association, Izaak Walton League, and
the YMCA. She retired from her work with the State of Iowa in
2017. Thanks, Maggie, for bringing your enthusiasm to the SLPA.
Gaining members is exciting since it brings in fresh ideas and
new perspectives, so if you are interested in joining the board
or know someone who is, don’t be shy! Contact President Kirk
Huisenga or any board member.

MEETING INFO
The SLPA Board meets the second Saturday of the month, April
through October, at the Orleans City Hall. Meetings start at 8:00
AM, and you are welcome to attend at any time. Bring concerns
or ideas and learn more about our activities.
If you would be willing to give us your expertise and enthusiasm,
please consider becoming a board member; contact President
Kirk Huisenga or any of the other Board members.

JOIN US
If you would like to be involved in a less formal way or are
especially interested in a specific area, we would enjoy adding
you to our list of generous folk who volunteer for special projects
like the Pancake Breakfast. We need you! Hope to see you soon.

FAC E B O O K
Our Facebook community continues to grow, and we hope our
members are enjoying the topics and pictures. If you have not
joined our group yet, we encourage you to join and become
a part of the conversation. Find us at Spirit Lake Protective
Association.

G R E AT H A P P E N I N G S O N
S H O R E I S G R E AT N E WS
SLPA and Iowa Natural Heritage
Foundation have been great partners
for decades. From saving the bulrushes
at Anglers Bay to the purchase and
restoration of the critical Reeds Run
Wildlife Area, together we’ve had a big
impact for Big Spirit Lake and the wildlife
and people of this area
Now we invite SLPA members –
personally and collectively – to be part of
two exciting projects on the North shore
of Big Spirit. Together we can create a
region where the lake and conservation
are always top priority.
Wallace & Bowers Nature Area was
purchased by INHF last summer so its
160 acres can be restored and managed
primarily for water quality benefits.
The generosity of two families made
this possible: Jeff & Elizabeth Wallace,
and the children of Clifford and Sheila
Bowers [Barbara Mendenhall, Abby
Adams and Bert Bowers]. Restoration
began this year with the Spring planting
of a diverse prairie buffer, and a wetland
restoration will begin this Fall. Adding
cover crops and alfalfa to the agricultural
land is benefiting both soil and water.
Iowa Lakeside Laboratory is leading
water monitoring and analysis, so we
can all learn how changes on the land
impact the water, soil and wildlife over
time. INHF intends to own and steward
this property long-term. We’re grateful
for the support and encouragement of
our 66 neighbor families in the Shore
Acres community.
Right next door, the new “North Shore
Project” began this summer in the
McClelland Beach neighborhood. INHF
purchased three land parcels adjacent
to the Iowa DNR’s McClelland Beach
Wildlife Management Area. The west
parcel also adjoins Mini-Wakan State
Park, and the east parcel is nearly
adjacent to Wallace & Bowers Nature
Area. All the parcels adjoin the highway
along the Minnesota/Iowa border.
We’re grateful that family members
involved in the Bartels Bartels & Fox
LP chose to sell this land to INHF for

conservation. The family has owned land
in the neighborhood since 1866.
There is potential here for wetland and
prairie restoration, conservation farming
and recreational trail connections.
We’re considering options for future
ownership for this land, plus the best
ways to fund this project. Donations
will be important and appreciated! We
would like to involve and learn from our
new neighbors in the McClelland Beach
community as we plan for this land’s
future.
Together, these two projects allow us
all to re-imagine a “conservation zone”
for nearly the entire stretch of the
North shore of Big Spirit Lake - from its
ring of shoreline homes to the highway
that marks the Minnesota border! MiniWakan State Park, Trickle Slough and all
the lands in between them will provide
lasting benefits for water, soil, wildlife,
outdoor recreation and the community.
Until now, you may have thought of
Iowa Natural Heritage Foundation only
as the entity that helps establish public
conservation lands. You’ve seen INHF
serve as the interim owner of lands
that are now entrusted to conservation
agencies. More than 75 public lands
have been established in Dickinson
County through INHF! Much of the
Dickinson County Trail system lies on
corridors INHF helped secure for trail
use – including the original “spine” trail
and the newest 37-mile corridor that
will link the Lakes with Superior and
Allensdorf. Future generations will be
able to experience nature and make
memories in these wildlife areas, parks
and trails that belong to everyone.
Thank you to all who have been part
of these projects! And thank you to
landowners who placed permanent
conservation easements on 10 sites at
the Lakes through INHF. Uses for these
privately owned lands are limited, to
protect lake water quality.
And now, INHF’s presence at the Lakes
is evolving. Increasingly we feel like
your true neighbors—as we own and

THE

are committed to stewarding land on
the North shore of Big Spirit as well as
Green Pastures, near West Lake Okoboji
and Center Lake. Ann & Sigurd Anderson
entrusted 163 acres to INHF, including
several remnant prairie knobs, restored
wetlands and grasslands.
These sites are not intended to be public
land. Instead, you’ll have opportunities
to experience them on volunteer
stewardship days, hikes or learning
opportunities that we will host or allow
over time. We hope you’ll come to know
these special places and have a hand in
their care or rebirth.
On Thursday, August 8, a field day
tour is offered at Wallace and Bowers
Nature Area as part of the Prairie Lakes
Conference. Registration is free. Morning
tour is followed by complimentary lunch.
See www.PLCIowa.com for details.

We invite you to take action with us.
· Volunteer at the lands mentioned
above. Several SLPA members are
volunteering at Wallace & Bowers now.
Contact me to discuss opportunities.
· Donate to the North Shore Project,
INHF, or other local projects or
conservation organizations. Join with
your fellow Iowans to do great things.
· Speak out effectively for the Lakes
and for all Iowa nature, trails & public
lands. Please continue to speak up
for conservation funding and policies!
Nature has no voice except yours.
· Consider how to create a natural
legacy at the Lakes. There are lots
of possibilities to fit your desires and
situation.
· Share your insight. As INHF begins
a five-year strategic plan, I’d love to
hear your thoughts on what niches
are most important for INHF to fill in
Iowa. Contact me or visit www.inhf.org/
okoboji to consider how you’d like to
take action for this home we all love.
Thank you for all you do!
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INHF can be found at 505 5th Ave., Suite 444, Des Moines, IA 50309-2321

NORTH

Q UA L I T Y O F L I F E
Over the last several years, the Spirit Lake Protective Association (SLPA) has
undertaken an initiative to increase the quality of life of residents and visitors
in the area by increasing opportunities for access to the lake.
Access comes in many forms but
embodied in all of them is the concept
that includes being able to participate
in an activity that one would not be
able to do without acquisition, repair,
replacement or enhancement of
something. The SLPA envisions itself as
a non-profit organization that can aid in
such things around Big Spirit Lake.
Access to boating and fishing on Big
Spirit Lake was first enhanced through
the purchase of public docks at MiniWakan and the Spirit Lake Pump House
by the SLPA. With those additions,
people were given two new options to
enjoy the lake. Both receive daily use
throughout most of the “soft water”
season.
Access to boating and fishing will soon
be expanded at the spillway on the
south shore at Ainsworth-Orleans Park
through a cooperative effort between
the SLPA and the Iowa Department of
Natural Resources. Here dockage will
again be a central focus, but this time

the goal will be to ease congestion at
the boat launch to expanding and more
fully utilizing two lanes of traffic for
loading and unloading. Look for a 2021
completion date.
In the future, the SLPA plans to partner
with Kabele’s Trading Post and Lodge
to assist ice fishermen and women gain
access to Spirit Lake after freeze up.
This will be done in part by providing
funds to hire local contractors to keep
key “ice roads” drift-free during the
height of ice fishing season. Plans are
underway to get ready for the 20192020 winter season.
Access improvements are another
way the SLPA is working to improve
the quality of life for our members and
for all who enjoy Big Spirit Lake. Many
of these efforts are made possible
through the generous donation that
the SLPA receives through its share of
the Walleye Weekend proceeds and
membership in the SLPA.

CLAMP
The SLPA relies on many organizations.
One of them is CLAMP (Cooperative
Lakes Area Monitoring Project) that
focuses on water quality. The water
samplings on all area lakes take place
twice during the months of June, July
and August and once in the first half of
September by volunteers. Samples are
taken to the Lakeside Lab for evaluation
by the lead chemist and a report is
produced at the end of the year to see
just how each of the lakes is doing.
Each sample is tested for numerous
findings including water temperature,
dissolved oxygen levels, phosphorus
levels, nitrogen levels, algae abundance
and water clarity. This process has been
done for the past 20 years and so there
is a report available on how the lakes
have changed in the past 20 years. Big
Spirit has shown signs of improvement

in both phosphorus and nitrogen
levels. Lake average temperature has
increased slightly and water clarity
has decreased slightly from the 20
year average. Algae bloom has slightly
increased over the 20 year average. If
you are interested, go to CLAMP1909.
blogspot.com, find the map of Big
Spirit and Little Spirit, then click on the
‘balloon’ for an in-depth report.
The Big Spirit volunteers are Boyd and
Cheryl Bahney, Scott Zeigler, Chris
Oponski, Barbara Benson, Maggie
Bleakly, Tom Gronstal, Steve Rose and
Dave Chozen.
Little Spriit volunteers are Tom Gronstal,
Larry Holcomb, Karen Larson, and Steve
Franker.

S P I L LWAY
DOCK
Four years ago, the Iowa Great Lakes
Chamber of Commerce, at the urging of
some of their members, began donating
funds from the Walleye Weekend to
the area Lakes Associations. The SLPA
board decided that these funds should
be designated to projects that would
enhance the fishing experience on
Big Spirit. Working with the Dickinson
County Conservation Board and the
DNR, the first project was selected as
improvements to the spillway ramp. The
SLPA is donating $10,000 to the project
which consists of widening the ramp
about 15 feet allowing boaters to load
and unload from both sides of the dock.
The new dock will be longer as well. The
project was initially slated for this past
spring, but the delays on Marble Beach
and its ramp pushed it back to this fall.
For updates, check our Facebook page.

R E E D ’S R U N U P DAT E
L e e S o r e n s o n C o n s e r vat i o n D i re c to r fo r
D i c k i n s o n C o u nt y

Lee Sorenson of the Dickinson County Conservation with John
F. Smeltzer provided the following report. More information
can be found at https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/
files/2015-09/documents/bbfs1benefits.pdf.
At this time the current management plan for Reeds Run
is as follows:
Dormant season fires will be conducted on each parcel
followed by early and late season monitoring to determine
extent of the native forb community. Subsequent growing
season fires may be conducted to discourage invasive coolseason grasses and woody encroachment while invigorating
native warm-season grasses.
We will utilize post-burn inter-seeding of conservation species
with seed collected from higher quality areas as well as

planting native plugs to improve diversity of these sites where
needed.
Future management may include inter-seeding additional
forb and grass species, dormant season fire, growing season
fire, prescribed mowing, grazing, or a combination of each. Any
small trees or scrubs that are having a negative impact of the
native vegetation will be removed
Sprayed area along the bike trail on the east side of Spirit
Lake - Integrated Roadside Vegetation Management
DCCB sprayed this area along the bike trail (on the east side
of Spirit Lake) in late May / early June 2019 and have planted
it to a native prairie mixture; our goal is to plant 3% of the right
of ways in the county each year starting with high visibility or
high priority locations. This is an effort to improve our pollinator
communities and to reduce the amount of maintenance
(particularly mowing) on lands owned or managed by DCCB.

J O N E S PAS T U R E T RA I L

B RAS L

After receiving a grant from the Okoboji Foundation, the
Dickinson County Trails Board has awarded the construction
of this portion of the Trail to Beck Engineering Incorporated.
Construction should begin this fall. The trail beings at 125th
Street and follows 253rd Avenue to Pasture Road.

The Bike Ride Around Spirit Lake is a major summer ride
sponsored by Spirit Lake Chamber of Commerce. The SLPA
works the rest stop at Mini-Wakan and hands out water,
bananas, and other treats provided by the Chamber. It’s a
great way to support the Chamber, to meet the dozens of
bikers who stop by, and to raise money for the SLPA.
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T R E AS U R E R ’S
REPORT
The Spirit Lake Protective Association
Board is dedicated to making our lakes
area the best it can be. Every year is
challenging and we continue to be
thankful for the outstanding support
we have received.
Completing our fund raising for the
Reeds Run project was amazing. Our
thanks to everyone who helped with
that project. Our fireworks funding
continues to grow and we appreciate
the support received from residents,
businesses and visitors. Plan to attend
our Annual Meeting on August 10
to learn more about the additional
projects on our agenda!
Our Board is so enthusiastic and
willing to serve everyone who enjoys
this beautiful area. You can be proud
of these fine people who do an
outstanding job prioritizing projects
to accomplish set goals. Thank you
for your generous support of the
SLPA board. Your efforts enable us
to accomplish results that make you
proud, safe and happy. With your help
we are able to preserve and protect
the quality of water and quality of life
we treasure.
Respectfully
B E C K I H U I S E N GA
S L PA Tre a s u re r

INCOME

EXPENSES

DIRECT PUBLIC SUPPORT

B U OY/ S N O W

Business Memberships

1,200.00

Removal

Individual Memberships

7,230.00

BUSINESS EXPENSES

Donations

1,000.00

INDIRECT PUBLIC SUPPORT

Memberships
Advertising, Promotion

Shell Oil Co. Match

CONTRACT SERVICES

100.00

Accounting Fees

INVESTMENTS
Interest-Savings, Short-term CD

20.63

SPECIAL EVENTS INCOME
Dock Contributions
Fireworks

4,915.00
16,942.00

Pancake Breakfast
Special Projects

1,993.50
3,855 .00

Logo Hats

385.00

Memorials

1,305.00

SPECIAL EVENTS FUNDRAISER
Dock Fundraiser

2,336.88

O P E R AT I O N S
Facilities/Equipment

3,034.00
1,360.00
2,432.37
740.00
9.98

Insurance		
Miscellaneous Expense

1,998.00
50.49

Postage, Mailing Service
Printing and Copying

291.00
4,543.92

Fireworks
Stipend Expense
Storage Unit
Website

NET INCOME $6,942.71

19,000.00
1,100.00
192.60
59.31

SLPA

ANNUAL

SATURDAY,

SPIRIT

MEETING

AUGUST

P.O. BOX 51
LAKE, IOWA

10

51360

